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1. (5 points) Explain a situation where using the Collection interface is preferred over the list interface,

and vice versa. Recall that one key difference is that list has a get method, whereas Collection does
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2. (5 points) Given that the Collection interface does not have a get method, how do you retrieve

objects via it? .
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3. (5 points) Explain the problem that is solved by ha'ling the concepts of capacity and size in an

Arraylist (instead of just size).
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4. (20 points) Draw a diagram illustrating an ArrayList<Dot> named "a" of size (and capacity) 2

containing two Dot objects with coordinates (2,3) and (4,·3), in that order. Add a List<Dot> (doubly

linked) named "b" that contains the same Dot objects in the reverse order. Recall that lists store ~
•

their object references in separate nodes. t. L"l..dL,JI
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s. ~10 points) Write the list of steps (not code
Implemented on an Arraylist Yo d ) that the remove(int) method must take wh

. u 0 not need to in I en-+ ~ A~ t;. #It -lY=andl;ng an out of bounds argument.
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6. (5 points) Write the list of steps (not code) that the set(int, E) method must take when implemented

on a list (doubly linked). You must include handling of an out of bounds argument.
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7. (S points) A method contains an if statement whose condition is true roughly half of the time. The

first (true) block has 0(11 complexity, while the second (false) block has O(N) complexity. What is

the overall complexity? Explain your a.nswer. )
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8. (S points) A method contains an O(N) operation followed by an O(N2

) operation. What is the

method's complexity? Explain your answer.
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9. (5 points) A method contains an O{log N) loop and the body of the loop contains an O(N) operation.

What is the method's complexity? Explain your answer.
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10. (10 points) What is an advantage and a disadvantage of using a singly linked list relative to a doubly

linked list?
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11. (5 points) Explain why get(int) can be 0(1) on an Arraylist but at best O(N) on a linkedlist.
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12. (5 points) What is the purpose of the Iterable<E> interface?
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13. (5 points) What are the 3 methods of the Iterator<E> interface? (This does not include the

constructor).
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14. (5 points) Define acceptance test.
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15. (5 points) Define unit test.
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